
Group communication 

Nowadays the importance of teamwork and group communication has increased in 

almost all organizational set- ups. This has been particularly so as more and more 

business enterprises, government organizations, and educational institutions embrace 

the concept of an open organizational climate and participative management. Hence 

organizations now look for people who can interact successfully in small groups and 

make significant contributions during such interactions. Acquiring and developing 

team-building skills and group skills lead to effectiveness in managing organizational 

affairs. 

Today, you find teams in factories, corporate offices, research laboratories, 

universities, hospitals, law offices, government agencies, and every other kind of 

organization you can imagine. Teams have become an integral part of so many 

organizations largely because of the growing complexity of the decisions they need to 

make. Though teams are different from groups per se in that the former is process-

based while the latter function-based, they share common communication processes.  

Members of an organization communicate in groups to achieve any of the purposes 

listed below: to share and exchange information and ideas, to collect information or 

feedback on any project/policy/scheme, to arrive at a decision on important matters, 

to solve a problem which is of concern to the organization as a whole, to discuss the 

issues related to a particular topic in relation to the group itself or for the benefit of a 

larger audience, to elaborate upon any work undertaken or research done in order to 

obtain feedback. 

Depending upon the purpose and structure, group communication takes various 

names, such as: 

1. Committees 

2. Meeting  

3. Interviews 

4. Seminar 

5. Group discussion 

6. Symposia 

7. Panel discussion 

Read about all of them in DETAIL. 



8. Conferences 

9. Convention, etc.  

Though all these forms fall under the category of group communication, they differ 

slightly in terms of their purpose, structure, characteristics, and procedure. All 

these forms of group communication are oral. They require effective oral 

communication skills, which would enable the members to present and discuss the 

matter and also to persuade and convince the other members of the group. 

 

Specific Business Communication 

There are nine specific business communication skills necessary for success. 

1. Active listening skills: The ability to listen to and incorporate other views in 

your communication. Listening shows you value opinions outside of your own 

and are open to new concepts. As a result, your audience views you as an 

equal partner and you can come to a solution that benefits the greater good. 

An active listener will allow pauses for interjections, repeat other people’s words 

and ask questions to affirm his or her engagement in a conversation. 

 

2. Writing skills: Using specific data and examples in written communication to 

make a solid case, and communicating proposed action items. Written 

communication for business should be brief but informative, and helps an 

audience focus on only the most important points. Good written communication 

also includes adequate follow-up, which closes the communication loop and 

shows proactive activity towards goals 

3. Verbal skills: The ability to communicate information (ideas, thoughts, 

opinions and updates) in a clear manner verbally. Like good written 

communication, good verbal communication in the workplace is also concise 

and specific (researchers have found that today’s attention span amounts to 

only 8.25 seconds). Verbal communication allows employees to engage with 

one another in-person and come to a mutually agreeable consensus. 



4. Interpersonal communication skills: Building trust and strong relationships 

with key stakeholders in a business. Another “soft skill,” successful 

interpersonal communication allows employees to find common ground, display 

empathy and build bonds with one another. Interpersonal communication 

means connecting on more than business level, but a personal level as well. 

5. Teamwork skills: Effectively communicating with others who may have 

different opinions and skill sets. In a business setting, this means putting aside 

personal differences and working toward a common goal. For teamwork to be 

successful, all parties must recognize that combined efforts are worth more 

than individual contributions. 

6. Presentation skills: Presenting information and ideas to an audience in a way 

that is engaging, motivating, and effective. This method of business 

communication allows one individual, or a group of individuals, to share 

evidence to support an idea or argument. A good presenter is also a good 

storyteller, using data, stories and examples to influence an audience to act 

toward a desired outcome. 

7. Selling skills: Persuading stakeholders to pursue an idea, decision, action, 

product or service. Selling skills extends beyond just those whose jobs fall 

under the sales department. Employees with selling skills can use these skills 

to influence other employees to buy into a project, team members to choose a 

side, or executives to offer new products or services. 

8. Negotiation skills: Reaching a mutually beneficial solution by understanding 

and leveraging the other side’s motivations. A mutually beneficial or “win-win” 

solution is one that both sides finds favourable, and maintains positive 

relationships for future interactions. In order to achieve this outcome, you’ll 

need to discover what factors would be most influential and agreeable for the 

other side. 

9. Networking skills: Displaying business value and encouraging others to enter 

into your business network. In order to network successfully, you’ll need to be 

interesting enough that others desire to partner with you in some way. A large 

business network can also be a safety net, and means you have more people 

to rely on when you require help, information or services. 



 

Essentials of effective business communication: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Structure of a Business Correspondence: 

There are some part that must be on the business correspondence. The essential parts are as 

follows: 

1. Heading -The heading of a business letter usually contains the name and postal addressof 

the business, E-mail address, Web-site address, Telephone Number, Fax Number,Trade Mark 

or logo of the business (if any). 

2. Date - The date is normally written on the right hand side corner after the heading asthe day, 

month and years. Some examples are 28th Feb., 2003 or Feb. 28, 2003.  



3. Reference- It indicates letter number and the department from where the letter is beingsent 

and the year. It helps in future reference. This reference number is given on theleft hand corner 

after the heading. For example, we can write reference number as AB/FADept./2003/27.  

4. Inside address - This includes the name and full address of the person or the firm towhom 

the letter is to be sent. This is written on the left hand side of the sheet below thereference 

number. Letters should be  

5. Addressed to the responsible head e.g., the Secretary, the Principal, the 

Chairman, the Manager etc. Example as: 

 

6. Subject - It is a statement in brief, that indicates the matter to which the letter relates.It 

attracts the attention of the receiver immediately and helps him to know quicklywhat the letter 

is about. For example, Subject: Your order No. C317/8 dated 12th March 2003. 

Subject: Enquiry about Samsung television Subject: Fire Insurance policy.  

7. Salutation - This is placed below the inside address. It is usually followed by a comma(,). 

Various forms of salutation are: Sir/Madam : For official and formal correspondence 

Dear Sir/Madam : For addressing an individual Dear Sirs/Dear Madam: For addressing a firm 

or company.  

8. Body of the letter- This comes after salutation. This is the main part of the letter and 

itcontains the actual message of the sender. It is divided into three parts. 

a. Opening part - It is the introductory part of the letter. In this part, attention of thereader 

should be drawn to the previous correspondence, if any. For examplewithreference to your 

letter no. 326 dated. 12th March 2003, I would like todraw your attention towards the new brand 

of television.  



b. Main part - This part usually contains the subject matter of the letter. It shouldbe precise 

and written in clear words. 

c. Concluding Part - It contains a statement the of sender’s intentions, hopes or expectations 

concerning the next step to be taken. Further, the sender should always look forward to getting 

a positive response. At the end, terms like Thanking you, with regards, with warm regards may 

be used.  

9. Complimentary close - It is merely a polite way of ending a letter. It must 

be in accordance with the salutation. For example: 

Salutation   Complementary close 

Dear Sir/Dear Madam   Yours faithfully 

Dear Mr. Umar   Yours sincerely 

My Dear Akbar    Yours very sincerely (express very informal  

   relations.) 

10. Signature - It is written in ink, immediately below the complimentary close. As far as 

possible, the signature should be legible. The name of the writer should be typed immediately 

below the signature. The designation is given below the typed name. Where no letterhead is in 

use, the name of the company too could be included below the designation of the writer. 

For example: 

      Yours faithfully 

      For M/S Alba Electricals 

      (Signature) 

      Mohammad Qasim 

      Director 

11. Enclosures - This is required when some documents like cheque, draft, bills, receipts, lists, 

invoices etc. are attached with the letter. These enclosures are listed one by one in serial 

numbers. For example: 

 



Encl :  

(i) The list of goods received  

(ii) A cheque for Rs. One Thousand dtt. Feb. 27,2003 (Cheque No........) towards payment for 

goods supplied. 

12. Copy circulation - This is required when copies of the letter are also sent to persons apart 

of the addressee. It is denoted as C.C. For example,  

C.C. 

 i. The Chairman, Electric Supply Corporation 

ii. The Director, Electric Supply Corporation 

iii. The Secretary, Electric Supply Corporation 

13. Post script - This is required when the writer wants to add something, which is not included 

in the body of the letter. It is expressed as P.S. For example, 

                                   P.S. - In our offer, we provide two years warranty. 

Electronic Business Correspondence: 

Business correspondence can be written in several forms. One of them is electrical mail. The 

format of business correspondence in electronic mail (Email/ Softcopy) is little different with 

the format of business correspondence in the letter’s forms (Traditional/ Hardcopy form). Here 

are the few differences:  

a. Choose a subject line that is simple and straightforward. Refrain from using key words 

that might cause an email to go into another person’s trash box. 

b. Repeat the subject line in the body of email, beneath the salutation (as with 

a letter) 

c. Use the “cc” address line to copy more than one person with the 

correspondence 

d. Request a receipt for information letters. The system will automatically let 

we know when someone has opened your email 

e. Instead of signature, include your type name, and below it includes your 

email address, business name and address, phone and fax number and website if 

appropriate. 



f. Remember that people often print out your emails, so your email address and the subject 

line would be lost if you had not included them in body of email. 
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